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AES Accelerator

NOTE: This chapter is an excerpt from the MSP430x5xx and MSP430x6xx Family User's Guide.
See the latest version of the full user's guide for additional information and revision history.

The AES accelerator module performs AES128 encryption or decryption in hardware. This chapter
describes the AES accelerator.
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1.1 AES Accelerator Introduction
The AES accelerator module performs encryption and decryption of 128-bit data with 128-bit keys
according to the advanced encryption standard (AES) (FIPS PUB 197) in hardware.

The AES accelerator features are:
• Encryption and decryption according to AES FIPS PUB 197 with 128-bit key
• On-the-fly key expansion for encryption and decryption
• Off-line key generation for decryption
• Byte and word access to key, input, and output data
• AES ready interrupt flag

Figure 1-1 shows the AES accelerator block diagram.

Figure 1-1. AES Accelerator Block Diagram
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1.2 AES Accelerator Operation
The AES accelerator is configured with user software. The following sections describe the setup and
operation.

Internally, the AES algorithm’s operations are performed on a two-dimensional array of bytes called the
State. For AES-128, the State consists of four rows of bytes, each containing four bytes. Figure 1-2 shows
how the input is assigned to the State array, with in[0] being the first data byte written into the AES
accelerator data input register, AESADIN. The encrypt or decrypt operations are then conducted on the
State array, after which its final values can be read from the output with out[0] being the first data byte
read from the AES accelerator data output register, AESADOUT.

Figure 1-2. AES State Array Input and Output

The module allows word and byte access to all data registers, AESAKEY, AESADIN, and AESADOUT.
Word and byte access should not be mixed while reading from or writing into one of the registers.
However, it is possible to write one of the registers using byte access and another using word access.

NOTE: Access Restrictions

While the AES accelerator is busy (AESBUSY = 1), AESADOUT always reads as 0, the
AESDOUTCNTx counter, the AESDOUTRD flag, and the AESDINWR flag are reset, any
attempt to change AESOPx, AESDINWR, or AESKEYWR is ignored, and writing to
AESAKEY or AESADIN aborts the current operation, resets the complete module (except for
AESRDYIE and AESOPx), and sets the AES error flag AESERRFG.

AESADIN and AESAKEY are write-only registers and always read as 0.

Writing data into AESADIN influences the content of the corresponding output data; for
example, writing in[0] alters out[0], writing in[1] alters out[1], and so on, but interleaved
operation is possible; for example, first reading out[0], then writing in[0], and continuing with
reading out[1], writing in[1], and so on.

NOTE: When using a code debugger, the AES module does not stop its operation when program
code is halted or single stepped.
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1.2.1 Encryption
Figure 1-3 shows the encryption process with the cipher being a series of transformations that converts
the plaintext written into the AESADIN register to a ciphertext that can be read from the AESADOUT
register using the cipher key provided in the AESAKEY register.

Figure 1-3. AES-128 Encryption Process

The steps to perform encryption are:
1. Set AESOPx = 00 to select encryption. Changing the AESOPx bits clears the AESKEYWR flag, and a

new key must be loaded in the next step.
2. Load the 128-bit key into AESAKEY or set the AESKEYWR flag by software, if the key from a previous

operation should be used. When all 16 bytes are written, the AESKEYWR flag indicates completion.
If a key was loaded previously without changing AESOPx, the AESKEYWR flag is cleared with the first
write access to AESAKEY. Loading the key must be completed before the next step is performed.

3. Load 128-bit data into AESADIN, or set the AESDINWR flag by software if the output data from a
previous operation should be encrypted. When all 16 bytes are written, the AESDINWR flag indicates
completion. The module starts encrypting the presented data when AESDINWR = 1.

4. While the AES module is performing encryption, the AESBUSY bit is 1. The encryption takes
167 MCLK clock cycles. After its completion, the AESRDYIFG is set, and the result can be read from
AESADOUT. When all 16 bytes are read, the AESDOUTRD flag indicates completion.
The AESRDYIFG flag is cleared when reading AESADOUT or writing to AESAKEY or AESADIN.

5. If additional data should be encrypted with the same key loaded in step 2, new data can be written into
AESADIN after the results of the operation on the previous data were read from AESADOUT. When an
additional 16 data bytes are written, the module automatically starts the encryption using the key
loaded in step 2.
When using the output feedback (OFB) cipher block chaining mode, setting the AESDINWR flag is
sufficient to trigger the next encryption, and the module starts the encryption automatically using the
output data from the previous encryption as input data.
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1.2.2 Decryption
Figure 1-4 shows the decryption process with the inverse cipher being a series of transformations that
convert the ciphertext written into the AESADIN register to a plaintext that can be read from the
AESADOUT register using the cipher key provided via the AESAKEY register.

Figure 1-4. AES-128 Decryption Process using AESOPx = 01

The steps to perform decryption are:
1. Set AESOPx = 01 to select decryption using the same key used for encryption. Set AESOPx = 11 if

the first-round key required for decryption (round key 10) is already generated and is loaded in step 2.
Changing the AESOPx bits clears the AESKEYWR flag, and a new key must be loaded in step 2.

2. Load the 128-bit key into AESAKEY, or set the AESKEYWR flag by software, if the key from a
previous operation should be used. When all 16 bytes are written, the AESKEYWR flag indicates
completion.
If a key was loaded previously without changing AESOPx, the AESKEYWR flag is cleared with the first
write access to AESAKEY. Loading the key must be completed before the next step is performed.

3. Load 128-bit data into AESADIN or set the AESDINWR flag by software if the output data from a
previous operation should be decrypted. When all 16 bytes are written, the AESDINWR flag indicates
completion. The module starts decrypting the presented data as soon as AESDINWR = 1.

4. While the AES module is performing decryption, the AESBUSY bit is 1. The decryption takes
214 MCLK clock cycles with AESOPx = 01 and 167 MCLK clock cycles with AESOPx = 11. After its
completion, the AESRDYIFG is set, and the result can be read from AESADOUT. When all 16 bytes
are read the AESDOUTRD flag indicates completion.
The AESRDYIFG flag is cleared when reading AESADOUT or writing to AESAKEY or AESADIN.

5. If additional data should be decrypted with the same key loaded in step 2, new data can be written into
AESADIN after the results of the operation on the previous data were read from AESADOUT. When
additional 16 data bytes are written, the module automatically starts the decryption using the key
loaded in step 2.
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1.2.3 Decryption Key Generation
Figure 1-5 shows the decryption process with a pregenerated decryption key. In this case, the decryption
key is calculated first with AESOPx = 10, then the precalculated key can be used together with the
decryption operation AESOPx = 11.

Figure 1-5. AES-128 Decryption Process using AESOPx = 10 and 11

To generate the decryption key independent from the actual decryption, the following steps are required:
1. Set AESOPx = 10 to select decryption key generation. Changing the AESOPx bits clears the

AESKEYWR flag, and a new key must be loaded in step 2.
2. Load the 128-bit key into AESAKEY, or set the AESKEYWR flag by software if the key from a previous

operation should be used. When all 16 bytes are written, the AESKEYWR flag indicates completion.
The generation of the first round key required for decryption starts immediately.

3. While the AES module is performing the key generation, the AESBUSY bit is 1. It takes 52 CPU clock
cycles to complete the key generation. After its completion, the AESRDYIFG is set, and the result can
be read from AESADOUT. When all 16 bytes are read, the AESDOUTRD flag indicates completion.
The AESRDYIFG flag is cleared when reading AESADOUT or writing to AESAKEY or AESADIN.

4. If data should be decrypted with the generated key, AESOPx must be set to 11. Then the generated
key must be loaded or, if it was just generated with AESOPx = 10, it is sufficient to set the
AESKEYWR flag by software to indicate that the key is already valid. Afterward, the steps described in
Section 1.2.2 to load the data and the rest of the process must be followed.
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1.2.4 Using the AES Accelerator With Low-Power Modes
The AES accelerator module provides automatic clock activation for MCLK for use with low-power modes.
When the AES accelerator is busy, it automatically activates MCLK, regardless of the control-bit settings
for the clock source. The clock remains active until the AES accelerator completes its operation.

1.2.5 AES Accelerator Interrupts
The AESRDYIFG interrupt flag is set when the AES module completes the selected operation on the
provided data. An interrupt request is generated if AESRDYIE and GIE are also set. AESRDYIFG is
automatically reset if the AES interrupt is serviced, if AESADOUT is read, or if AESADIN or AESAKEY are
written. AESRDYIFG is reset after a PUC or with AESSWRST = 1. AESRDYIE is reset after a PUC but is
not reset by AESSWRST = 1.

1.2.6 Implementing Block Cipher Modes
All block cipher modes must be implemented in software. The AES accelerator supports only encrypt and
decrypt functionality.

http://www.ti.com
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1.3 AES_ACCEL Registers
The AES Accelerator registers are listed in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1. AES_ACCEL Registers

Offset Acronym Register Name Type Access Reset Section
000h AESACTL0 AES accelerator control register 0 Read/write Word 00h Section 1.3.1
002h Reserved
004h AESASTAT AES accelerator status register Read only Word 00h Section 1.3.2
006h AESAKEY AES accelerator key register Read/write Word 00h Section 1.3.3
008h AESADIN AES accelerator data in register Read/write Word 00h Section 1.3.4
00Ah AESADOUT AES accelerator data out register Read/write Word 00h Section 1.3.5
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1.3.1 AESACTL0 Register
AES Accelerator Control Register 0

AESACTL0 is shown in Figure 1-6 and described in Table 1-2.

Figure 1-6. AESACTL0 Register
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

Reserved AESRDYIE AESERRFG Reserved AESRDYIFG
r0 r0 r0 rw-0 rw-0 r0 r0 rw-0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
AESSWRST Reserved AESOPx

rw-0 r0 r0 r0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0 rw-0

Table 1-2. AESACTL0 Register Description

Bit Field Type Reset Description
15-13 Reserved R 0h Reserved
12 AESRDYIE RW 0h AES ready interrupt enable. AESRDYIE is not reset by AESSWRST = 1.

0 = Interrupt disabled
1 = Interrupt enabled

11 AESERRFG RW 0h AES error flag. AESAKEY or AESADIN were written while an AES operation was
in progress. The bit must be cleared by software.
0 = No error
1 = Error occurred

10-9 Reserved R 0h Reserved
8 AESRDYIFG RW 0h AES ready interrupt flag. Set when the selected AES operation was completed

and the result can be read from AESADOUT. Automatically cleared when
AESADOUT is read or AESAKEY or AESADIN is written.
0 = No interrupt pending
1 = Interrupt pending

7 AESSWRST RW 0h AES software reset. Immediately resets the complete AES accelerator module
even when busy except for the AESRDYIE and AESOPx bits.
The AESSWRST bit is automatically reset and always reads as zero.
0 = No reset
1 = Reset AES accelerator module

6-2 Reserved R 0h Reserved
1-0 AESOPx RW 0h AES operation. The AESOPx bits are not reset by AESSWRST = 1.

00 = Encryption
01 = Decryption. The provided key is the same key used for encryption.
10 = Generate first round key required for decryption.
11 = Decryption. The provided key is the first round key required for decryption.

http://www.ti.com
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1.3.2 AESASTAT Register
AES Accelerator Status Register

AESASTAT is shown in Figure 1-7 and described in Table 1-3.

Figure 1-7. AESASTAT Register
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

AESDOUTCNTx AESDINCNTx
r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
AESKEYCNTx AESDOUTRD AESDINWR AEKEYWR AESBUSY

r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 rw-0 rw-0 r-0

Table 1-3. AESASTAT Register Description

Bit Field Type Reset Description
15-12 AESDOUTCNTx R 0h Bytes read from AESADOUT. Reset when AESDOUTRD is reset.

If AESDOUTCNTx = 0 and AESDOUTRD = 0, no bytes were read.
If AESDOUTCNTx = 0 and AESDOUTRD = 1, all bytes were read.

11-8 AESDINCNTx R 0h Bytes written by AESADIN. Reset when AESDINWR is reset.
If AESDINCNTx = 0 and AESDINWR = 0, no bytes were written.
If AESDINCNTx = 0 and AESDINWR = 1, all bytes were written.

7-4 AESKEYCNTx R 0h Bytes written by AESAKEY. Reset when AESKEYWR is reset.
If AESKEYCNTx = 0 and AESKEYWR = 0, no bytes were written.
If AESKEYCNTx = 0 and AESKEYWR = 1, all bytes were written.

3 AESDOUTRD R 0h All 16 bytes read from AESADOUT.
AESDOUTRD is reset by PUC, AESSWRST, an error condition, changing
AESOPx, when the AES accelerator is busy, and when the output data is read
again.
0 = Not all bytes read
1 = All bytes read

2 AESDINWR RW 0h All 16 bytes written to AESADIN. This bit can be modified by software. Changing
its state by software also resets the AEDINCNTx bits.
AESDINWR is reset by PUC, AESSWRST, an error condition, changing
AESOPx, starting to write or overwrite the data, and when the AES accelerator is
busy. Because this bit is reset when AESOPx is changed, AESDINWR can be
set by software again to indicate that the current data is still valid.
0 = Not all bytes written
1 = All bytes written

1 AESKEYWR RW 0h All 16 bytes written to AESAKEY. This bit can be modified by software. Changing
its state by software also resets the AESKEYCNTx bits.
AESKEYWR is reset by PUC, AESSWRST, an error condition, changing
AESOPx, and starting to write or overwrite a new key. Because it is reset when
AESOPx is changed it can be set by software again to indicate that the loaded
key is still valid.
0 = Not all bytes written
1 = All bytes written

0 AESBUSY R 0h AES accelerator module busy; encryption, decryption, or key generation in
progress.
0 = Not busy
1 = Busy
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1.3.3 AESAKEY Register
AES Accelerator Key Register

AESAKEY is shown in Figure 1-8 and described in Table 1-4.

Figure 1-8. AESAKEY Register
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

AESKEY1x (Key Byte n+1)
w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
AESKEY0x (Key Byte n)

w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0

Table 1-4. AESAKEY Register Description

Bit Field Type Reset Description
15-8 AESKEY1x W 0 AES key byte n+1 when AESAKEY is written as word.

Do not use these bits for byte access.
Do not mix word and byte access.
Always reads as zero.
The key is reset by PUC or by AESSWRST = 1.

7-0 AESKEY0x W 0 AES key byte n when AESAKEY is written as word.
AES next key byte when AESAKEY_L is written as byte.
Do not mix word and byte access.
Always reads as zero.
The key is reset by PUC or by AESSWRST = 1.
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1.3.4 AESADIN Register
AES Accelerator Data In Register

AESADIN is shown in Figure 1-9 and described in Table 1-5.

Figure 1-9. AESADIN Register
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

AESDIN1x (DIN Byte n+1)
w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
AESDIN0x (DIN Byte n)

w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0 w-0

Table 1-5. AESADIN Register Description

Bit Field Type Reset Description
15-8 AESDIN1x W 0 AES data in byte n+1 when AESADIN is written as word.

Do not use these bits for byte access.
Do not mix word and byte access.
Always reads as zero.

7-0 AESDIN0x W 0 AES data in byte n when AESADIN is written as word.
AES next data in byte when AESADIN_L is written as byte.
Do not mix word and byte access.
Always reads as zero.

1.3.5 AESADOUT Register
AES Accelerator Data Out Register

AESADOUT is shown in Figure 1-10 and described in Table 1-6.

Figure 1-10. AESADOUT Register
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

AESDOUT1x (DOUT Byte n+1)
r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
AESDOUT0x (DOUT Byte n)

r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0 r-0

Table 1-6. AESADOUT Register Description

Bit Field Type Reset Description
15-8 AESDOUT1x R 0 AES data out byte n+1 when AESADOUT is read as word.

Do not use these bits for byte access.
Do not mix word and byte access.

7-0 AESDOUT0x R 0 AES data out byte n when AESADOUT is read as word.
AES next data out byte when AESADOUT_L is read as byte.
Do not mix word and byte access.
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